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About This Game

Spellstone is a fantasy card game with beautiful hand-drawn art and rich lore! Collect hundreds of striking cards to battle
through a compelling story to unravel the mystery of the Void.

Heroes, creatures, monsters, demons, animals, and more are brought to life with a stunning hand-painted style.
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Capture Spellstones to unleash ancient and powerful creatures! However, there is dark magic at work on the island. Will you
become a Hero or be consumed by the Void?

Designed for desktop players, Live Multiplayer PVP adds a new layer of competition to the world of Spellstone! And follow the
world of Spellstone through a series of special stories and other events too, with branching tales and powerful treasures.

Do you have what it takes to rise to the top of the Bounty Hunter charts? Battle players around the world for huge bonuses,
powerful unlocks, and bragging rights.

Three factions of heroes and creatures to battle and control. Do you favor the Powerful Wyld, Nimble Aether, or Fiery
Chaos?
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Hundreds different creatures to collect, upgrade and fuse!

Master powerful card skills to win an edge over your opponents.

Battle thousands of other users around the world to prove who is the best!

96 levels and 7 levels of mastery with endless player rewards for each.

Hundreds of hand-drawn character cards that evolve as they become more powerful!
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Title: Spellstone
Genre: Adventure, Free to Play, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Synapse Games
Publisher:
Kongregate
Release Date: 14 Nov, 2016

 a09c17d780 

English,French,German,Russian
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Performance is so poor, always lagging
And the traffic in highway is awful
I love Gladbeck but this is really not recommend, so regret I pay for this. This is a simple copy of My Kingdom for the Princess.
Whatever, I loved that game, I'm down. I played through the main story (way too easy) and ran out of upgrades to buy about
halfway through. I continued into the bonus levels hoping they would be a little more challenging. I had no problem closing and
reopening the game previously, but upon reopening it again, I discovered all my progress wiped, my old user totally gone. Waste
of six bucks for a badly re skinned game that will wipe your save.. Fantastic idea for the game to evolve. Looks like a really
funny game. But at the moment it's unplayable for me. The controls have a delay from 3sec and some orders couldn't be
executed.
pro:
+ playstyle looks very interesting
+ price
+ dedicated developer

con:
- game controls are horrible
- menu controls, same like game controls
- troops and commander get stuck by some obstacles

Update:
Since the last update from today the controls (+A\/D, -W\/S) get better but it's still unplayable.. Find out what I thought about
the game here (Youtube video review included!)
http:\/\/www.arena-fighter.com\/sky-arena-review\/. the second level is fecking impossible lmao. This game sat in my Library as
I waited for its continuation... which leads me to my negative review. Although I enjoyed what I played, I really can\u2019t
recommend this game until \u201cAct 2\u201d comes along. There were a lot of positives, including the atmosphere, humorous
dialogue, a good story with fairly good characters, cool surreal dream sequences, and the Shove Ha'Penny mini-game that (I
guess since it was tweaked) was a lot of fun.

The negatives though outweighed all those for me. The control was very fiddly and picky, so you had to repeat a lot of
actions\/dialogue because you didn\u2019t click the precise pixel. Also the timing of the arm wrestling was really irritating,
much more than the ha\u2019penny game. I could overlook all that but not the frustration of being left hanging without any
resolution of the plot - especially since it\u2019s a murder mystery! So as interesting as it was, it became just a pointless time-
waster.. MEU DINHEIRO FOI BEM GASTO (TERMINEI EM 42 MIN), MAS N\u00c3O TERMINEI AQUELA
CONQUISTA DO "ONE CHANCE MODE" PORQU\u00ca N\u00c3O ACHEI O MODO, NA PR\u00d3XIMA
ATUALIZA\u00c7\u00c3O ESPERO MAIS N\u00cdVEIS, E MAIS FACILIDADE NO MENU DO JOGO QUE N\u00c3O
DA PRA ENTENDER MUITA COISA MAS DE RESTO ESSE \u00c9 UM JOGO \u00d3TIMO!!!. nice graphic,good
gameplay = Green cat,the game!
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You can find my full review here.

Broken Dreams is a fairly short 2D puzzle platformer title. You follow Jack who is trying to get back to his love Michelle. We
will need to use his shadow in a sort of Braid-like gameplay. Well, except when you're controlling both him and Michelle. Then
you have to use both WASD and the arrow keys to move them.

The music, while nice at first, can get a bit repetitive. I'm not really a fan of when you're trying to have a serious story but the
characters are saying stuff like, "I can use the right key to get to Michelle" (so as to tell the player the controls). The voice acting
feels a little like it was on low quality microphones at times. The backgrounds are quite nice, however the sprites feel fairly
downgraded from how they were on Flash\/Android.

The game is a nice little time killer, though some trial and error things may get annoying to you. It's also available for free from
the Google Play Store, and as mentioned before it is also available as a Flash game. There are some extra, more challenging,
levels in the Steam version though, if you want to try and challenge yourself to those. This gets a weak recommendation from
me, but there was some things I definitely didn't enjoy as much.. it doen't make any sense at first but I go the hands of it.. Great
world war 2 game since men of war. DOESNOT WORK. Clever VN that uses each heroine's route to slowly drip lore and plot
information (with a couple exceptions) that expands your understanding of what all is going on. And even ignoring that, most of
the routes are enjoyable on their own. The mysticism is pretty good; the pseudoscience they sometimes throw around to explain
it is silly. The "true route" does a couple confusing things, but ultimately ends meaningfully and ties most things together nicely.
All in all a pretty good VN. Only shame is that the best girl doesn't have a real route, but she's heavily involved in the "true"
route so it's not too bad.. Very enjoyable indy game, took approx. 15 hours on easy mode (there's a visual novel mode for those
who just want story, and harder mode for those looking for challenge), lots of different skills to unlock for each girl, vanity gear
to equip, found the yuri relationships charming, plus replay value as multiple romance options with both lesbian and straight to
unlock.

Ending hints towards a sequal or spin off, I would love if this were the case.

UPDATE:

Having now played Loren: Amazon Princess, made by the same company and set in the same world, I understand why a number
of other reviews have rather harshly compared the two.

WORLD SCALE
Loren was intended as this massive epic where you venture across an entire continent, fight dozens of different enemy types,
and recruit a sizable party during your adventure (13 characters I think it was). Queen of Thieves (QoT) is a lot smaller scale,
never leaving town - so rather than swamps, mountains, demon hellscapes, forests, and deserts that we see in Loren, QoT only
has you raiding the houses of nobles and a single multi-level dungeon.

For this reason, QoT not only doesn't feel as epic as Loren, but its very grindy with limited variety to the battles as you raid
house after house for gold to advance the plot, while in Loren you are always moving around the world map, killing new things.

BATTLE
That's said, I found the battles in QoT a lot more strategic. In Loren you have a party of 6, and I found myself easily over
whelming the enemies with a back row of mages defended by a front row of warriors - every battle was curb stomp. In QoT you
only have 3 characters (a tank, rogue, and mage), and because of this, I found myself actually having to use tactics, buffs,
healing potions and aiming to take out certain enemies first. I never once came close to dying in Loren, but QoT almost got me
several times.

The only downside to QoT\u2019s combat was that you only have a few dozen enemy types (undead, giant insects, cultists,
guards) compared to Loren's hordes (undead, elves, dark elves, guards, dragons, lizard men, ogres, demons, etc).

PLAYER CHARACTERS
Honestly, I preferred QoT in terms of character development. Loren had a massive support cast, but many of them just felt as if
they were there in case you need another tank or dps (there was a monk character, Shauzer or something, who looked like Ken
from Street Fighter and I pretty much forgot he existed unless I was on the camp screen). Loren had a variety of characters, but
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some were very much underdeveloped.

QoT however has only 3 player characters, so we get to know them really well. We're with them start to finish, and unlike Loren
there's no party members who felt tacked on to ensure you can field a full party of 6 if your main party was heavily injured
from the last battle

ROMANCE AND DIALOGUE OPTIONS
I admit, this is why I play these games. For Loren, I went for the Elinor and Loren romance, and I enjoyed it. But the dialogue
options are very simplistic - literally a drop down menu of joking\/friendly\/firm\/romance response. Keep hitting romance, and
you\u2019ll end in that relationship, easy.

QoT instead provides you with the actual lines your character will say not just a one word summary of her tone. It meant I had
to work at guessing what line will make someone like you or alienate them (granted, sometimes its not clear which will do what).
And you can have ups and downs in the relationship as a result.

If enemy diversity is the big step back from Loren for QoT, then at least I can say dialogue and romance are a big step forward.

Also, as each of the 3 girls in QoT can date someone during a playthrough, there were simply more relationships to get invested
in, which as someone who\u2019s interested more in the story than the combat, I was grateful for. And I actually had to struggle
at times over which npc to pursue for each girl; I eventually went with Thalia\/ Mary-Ann, Kira \/ Moirgane, and Joanne\/
Therjalla, but there was moment when I felt I may just have to let Thalia and Joanne brawl it out for the elf\u2019s attention.

OVERALL
Loren definitely has more content. But I think whether it\u2019s a better game depends on what you are looking for. If like me,
you mainly play these games for the relationships I think QoB wins hands down, but if you are more interested in battle variety
then its Loren (although in hard mode, because normal is easy when you have 3 mages).

If QoT gets a sequel, then I think the makers should looks at giving us more enemy variety, and not rely on the grind mechanic
as much to save the game from negative comparisons with its sister series.. Probably the best castlevania like game out it needs a
little more work but other than that its a really good game. They don't know how to program for 1080p monitors.. Honestly this
game is barely playable. But it does have a good concept. Definatly needs preformance issues and all of that so it is a more
stable game. I'd wait a while so it is at a decent playable state. Please fix the graphic settings and the lag of the game. Also the
speed and running with the rabbit is broken and I tend to jump really high and fly all of the sudden for a little bit.. The best way
I can describe this game is boring. VERY boring. However it is the most fun form of boring there is.

It is relaxing to cultivate like a farmer or just sit and collect eggs from chickens, or forget the farm and become a lumberjack.
This game is great when played with friends as well.

The game encourages you to add mods, and the mods are really easy to install. You literally just download a zip file and throw it
in the mods folder, without the need to extract or anything.

PS buy the sprayer it looks like your tractor has wings its hilarious :3
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